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The following
information
as a matter of record.

is being submitted

Bureau supervisor
During of 5/30/66 -6/3/66
KEIQ7ETHRAUPACH, telephonically
contacted SA JAMES W.
SIBERT at the qattsville
Resident Agency advising
that a "Special
was being conducted at the Bureau
in connection with an article
which appeared in the newspapers
relsting
to events that took place during the autopsy
on n/22/63 at the Navy Medical Training Center, Bethesda,
Maryland.
Mr. RAUPACHasked if any member of the KENNEDY
family had appeared in the autopsy room during the
time that the autopsy was in prcgress making a request
that the findings
of such autopsy be kept confidential.
He was advised that at no. time during the autopsy did
either ROBERTF. KENNEDYor the President's
wife appear
at the autopsy room and that it was understood that these
two individuals
were in the tower at the Medical Center.
RAUPACHwas advised that one of the Senior Medical Officers
had made the statement prior to the termination
of the
autopsy that "what had gone on in this room tonight
should
remain confidential
and should not be discussed outside of
that room".
RAUPACHalso questioned as to-whether
or not
the measurements as set forth in FD 302s submitted by
SAs SDERT and OlNEILL had actually
been measurements
furnished
by the Pathologist
or had been represented
conclusions
reached by the Agents.
He was informed that all figures
set forth in such FD 302 had been obtained from the Pathologist
performing
the autopsy.
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Iater in the week a telephone call was
received from the Bureau supervisor FLEVXER THMPSON,
who advised that he had additional
questions pertaining
to captioned matter and stated that he desired to knDw
whether or not at least one agent was present in the
autopsy room during the time that the autopsy was in
progress and until
it was completed.
He was advised
that such was the case and that if one agent was out
of the room It was understood and followed that the
other agent was present a t all times .and that at no time
were boFh agents out of this roam from the time that
the a;lxopsy began until
it was terminated.
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Mr. THOMPSONalso asked if the Pathologist
conducM.ng the autopsy had made any mznticn of a bullet
passing out of the neck at the point that the tracheotomy
had been nreformed at Parkland Hospital,
at Dallas, Texas.
He was ad$2sed that no such statement was made and that
in fact the Pathologist
was quite concerned concerning
injury
in the back and could not find a point of exit
for this bullet
neither could he find the projectile.
Mr. THOMFSONwas further
advised that at that time Agent
SIBERT had telephonically
contacted SA CHARLES
L. KILLIAN in the Firearms Section at the Blxeau at which
time it had been ascertained
that a bullet
had been found
on a stretcher
in-the Parkland Hospital and this information
was relayed to the Pathologist
conducting the autopsy
who stated that in all probability
this accounted for
no bullet
being found in the body in the back region and
that such had probably been worked out by cardiac massage
which had been p--formed when the President
was on a
stretcher
at Parkland Hospital.
Mr. THOMPSONagain asked if arrgmember of the
KENNEDYfamily had requested that the results
of the
autopsy be maintainedconfidential
and was informed that
no mention had been made by any members of the Military
or other personnel attending
the autopsy, that the KQWEDY
family had requested that the results
of the autopsy be
held in confidence,
however one of the Senior Members had
stated that and cautioned individualsin
attendance at the
autopsy that this matter should not be discussed after
leaving this room.
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On June 10, 1966 ASAC JOHN 3. MCDERMOTT
of the WFO telephonically
contacted SAO'NEILL
and advised that he had been requested by JAMES MaLLOY,
Number One Man of Division
6, to contact either
SA OINEILL or Sp. SSBERT and ascertain
whether
or not any member of the KENNEDYOffical Party, who
were at the Bethesda Naval Hospital on November 22, 1963,
had requested that the results of the autopsy
performed on the body of the President be maintained
secret.
Mr. MCDERMOTT
was advised that no meinber
of the official
GZNEDY party entered the autopsy
room nor did any member of the official
party request
that the findings
of the autopsy be maintained secret,
He was advised that the Admiral in charge
of the hospital
at the contision
of the autopsy requested
all members who had attended the autopsy to keep the
findings
of the autopsy confidential.
at any
autopsy
SIBERT
At all
agents

ASAC MCDERMOTT
further
inquired whether
time both SA SIBERT or SA O'NEILL were out of the
room. He was advised that at no time did SAs
and OIN?ILL leave the autopsy room together,.
times during the course of the autopsy one of the
was present.

ASAC MCDERMOTT
also asked whether the information
contained in the FD 302s submitted by SfsSIBERT and
OINEIu concerning the autopsy were the conclusions
of the Agents
actual information
obtained from the
-'and-all ua6
Pathologist
who are in attendance at the autopsy.
Mr. MCDERMOTTwas advised that the agents submitted
no conclusions
of their own and that all information
furnished
in the FD 302 was obtained from the Pathologists
who were in attandance at the autopsy;
Mr. MCDERMOTT
further
was advised that the
agents assisted
in carrying
in the President&l
casket
into the autopsy room and were present in attendance
at all times until
the autopsy was complete and the
mortici&ns
were preparing
the body for burial.
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